
White Sandstone Abstract
Sculpture for Garden- The Hug-
3.5 ft
Read More
SKU: 01730
Price: ₹50,400.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Modern Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures,
Garden Sculptures
Tags: Abstract Public Stone Sculpture, Abstract Stone
Art, Abstract Stone Sculpture for Interior Home Decor,
Abstract Stone Statue Manufacturer, Modern Garden
Stone Sculpture, Modern Garden Stone Statue, Modern
Sculpture, Modern Stone Sculpture, Modern Stone
Statue Manufacturer

Product Description

This abstract sculpture for the garden "The Hug" blends the shape and color of
nature with very man-made materials and is sure to garner attention from every
onlooker. Material: Off-white Sandstone statue Dimension(HWL): 42 x 14 x 12 inch Height:
3.5 ft (approx.) Description:

It's a white abstract sculpture of a Hug for the garden.
This piece has a classy and elegant look that brings whimsy and fantasy to your upscale
yard, lawn, or garden.
Carving is a sculptural technique that involves using tools to shape a form by cutting or
scraping away from a solid material, like the above one made by the excellent artificer of
Odisha who is equally famous for its stone engraving internationally.

Placement suggestion of the abstract sculpture "The Hug":

Sculptures are designed to be part of a water feature that emulates a natural occurrence
as much as possible so placing one amid a fountain is visually appealing.
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This is an interesting sculpture that is sure to lend interest to this yard. It is a feature that
cannot be missed in the park, lawn, or garden.
Perhaps you would like your yard to look exotic or like a fantastic mythical land then don't
hesitate to incorporate it amid the flower bed.
These shapes are visually interesting and simple so that they can work in almost any
space even in your interior design.
Never miss to get the attention it deserves at night is to light it up. Placing spotlights on
your sculptures will highlight their importance in your yard’s design.
The juxtaposition of nature and manmade structures can make a great composition for a
sculpture. This stone incorporates a manmade component in the center of the lush green
grass.

Cleaning Technique for your garden statue:

Souse away the sculpture before starting cleaning the garden statue.
When it gets doused, rinse well with a sponge all over the surface until all amass is not
cleared.
When you are done with scrubbing and eliminating all dust and debris,  give the garden
statue a final bath & Let it air dry.
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